With this approach, our target is to give you exact
data for analyzing your service usage each month. For
additional support costs explanation, please check the
COST part.

AZURE

3. SCALE UP & OPTIMIZE
/ MONTHLY SUPPORT
As your base grows and the application needs to scale
up to meet those growing demands, with Azure we
will take care of adding additional capacity and select
the appropriate number of processors to make sure
your application is running smoothly. You don’t ever
have to worry about running out of server capacity.
Our main target is setting up the optimal solution.

SERVICE

4. BACKUP
You will get high availability and reliability with
redundant copies of your data and automatic failover.
No need to backup data by yourself!

INTRODUCTION
Starting from September 2015, we are providing
additional support to our Clients which are using Web
Applications, regarding the usage of Microsoft Cloud
Storage - Azure.
Azure
Storage
provides
scalable,
secure,
Following text will provide additional information,
to help making your decision easier according to your

1. AZURE REGISTRATION
& STARTUP CONFIGURATION
We provide complete Registration process support.
There are two possibilities, to register Azure account on
your Company Name, or registering as Idea Software.
Idea Software do not need support from your employee
when registering. We have complete control and we
take full responsibility for the Azure Maintenance.

Our main target is precise planning of capacity/
processors/licensing according to your needs, whether
you decide to “Go On Your Own” or you choose the
other option.
Final result is Up and Running Web Application with
Best Performance and Optimized monthly Costs.

Nr. Description

2. “PAY AS YOU GO”

1.

Azure Registration One time cost (per Azure Account creation)
If registered as Idea Software + one year
& Startup
maintenance agreement, this cost is not
charged.

2.

“Pay As You Go”

Supplied as monthly real usage costs

3.

Backup

Monthly support

4.

Scale Up
& Optimize

Included in Monthly support

We consider our new service as additional support
to our important Clients, where we don’t charge
any additional costs to the real Azure Monthly Costs
which means, you are only paying for what you are
using. Additional costs are monthly support costs, as
programmers need to spend time.
Windows Azure pricing will be based on consumption,
with a per-hour fee that’s dependent on the size of the
instance for Azure computing services and per-month
or per-transaction fees for Azure storage services
based on data size.

COSTS
Notes

